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Purpose 
 

 

We at Fair Share IT Services are always thinking about ways to help clients              

save time, money and become more productive so that they can focus on             

growing their business. Our clients are companies big and small, consultants           

and even non-profit organisations. We believe that it is best to automate            

processes that computer systems can handle, so that you can spend more            

time on core business. All the software products listed below, are developed            

with the above philosophy in mind. All these products are not just ideas but              

real working products. These products are waiting for someone with          

connections, resources and skills, to showcase, bring in investment and to           

take to the next level, with more features.  

 

Note: Some of these products may not be available to try outside India because              

the SMS package, associated with them, is limited to India.  
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Task Management System: https://fairtms.com/ 
Any company with more than a handful of staff knows that assigning and 

keeping track of tasks is a tough job. If a task is not done as expected then, 

not only the staff member, but the manager also is at fault, for not following 

up. Ultimately, in case of delays, the client sees you in a bad light.  

 

Fair TMS is used to assign tasks to staff. They receive an SMS when a task is                 

assigned. Both the staff members and their respective managers get          

reminders for the target date. They see a dashboard with executive           

summary of open, in progress and closed tasks.  

RSVP Tool: YepIm.In 
For organized events, not knowing the number of attendees can cause food            

(and money) wastage. Also, sometimes attendees want to join but they           

simply forget about the event.  

 

Use https://yepim.in to create an event and send the unique link to the             

people you wish to invite. Attendees can submit RSVP in the web app,             

accessed via this link. This web app shows a summary of attendees and also              

sends SMS and email reminders to attendees.  

Society Visitor Management: https://societysecurity.in/ 
Visitors, sometimes falsely claim to visit a society resident for their personal            

agenda, be it theft or door to door marketing. To prevent this, the security              

personnel at the gate, will use the app to contact the resident, and verify the               

visitor’s claim before allowing them entry. The residents will also get an SMS             

with the visitor’s details. Moreover, these visitor records are maintained for           

audit purposes.  
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Society Issue Tracking: http://issuetracker.societysecurity.in/login 
Residential societies experience problems that affect their members’        

lifestyle. These problems are reported by the residents but take time to be             

resolved. Even if some issues are resolved, timely and sufficient feedback to            

the residents is not made available. This application serves to ensure that            

the process of accepting issues and providing feedback on their status, is            

dealt with speedily and efficiently. 

 

Note: This app could be extended for tracking issues for an organization or a 

community too.  

Policy Reminders: https://followups.fairshare.tech/ 

Every insurance agent works hard to get as many policies under his belt as              

possible. While he is striving to get more policies, he also has to spend a               

significant amount of time, to remind existing policyholders about their          

payment due dates. This limits his ability to generate more business.  

 

We have developed a web portal for automatically reminding the          

policyholders by SMS well before payment due dates. Also, these reminders           

come in handy to insurance agents in case he needs to manually remind his              

customers.  

 
Note: This application has already been extended to various follow up scenarios 

like dental and pathology checkups, personal medicine and vendor maintenance 

contracts.  
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Online Visiting Card: ZipVc 
Are you a fresher looking for a job, but worrying how to impress employers              

by your skills set? Or are you a businessman looking to expand your             

business, but have no time to prepare your business profile page for            

prospective clients? ZipVc Android app can create one page profile for you            

within a few minutes.  

 

Another wonderful facility which ZipVC provides is a chance to earn money            

with it. You can also create profile pages for others: your relatives, friends,             

clients, etc, and earn money.  

 

Still waiting for creating your profile? Use ZipVC app, absolutely free. 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.iquestionbanks.zipvc 

 

ZipVC could be incorporated as a card quickly in any website too, as shown              

in this example: https://groups.zipvc.com/profiles/business-link-pune 

 

Multiple Choice Question Bank 
We have a set of Android, iOS and Web apps with question banks from              

kindergarten to 10th. The contents are mostly for Science, Maths and           

languages (English, Japanese and Hindi).  

 

Grand-daddy of all the objective questions: 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=tech.fairshare.mockexams 

 

Vedic Maths has more than 50,000 downloads so far: 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.iquestionbanks.vedicmat

h 

 

Another interesting app is: 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.iqitservices.flashcards 

 

Related webapps are: https://24by7exams.com/ and 

http://semienglish.com/ 
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Lead Generation Platform with Offers: https://punefree.com/ 
There is a high chance of conversion, once a potential customer tries your             

product or service for free, or at a discounted price. We have a platform to               

list such an offer. Customers can avail the offer by providing their mobile             

number with a few more details. Once a customer verifies his mobile            

number, service provider will get an SMS alert with the customer details.            

Service providers can also manage their leads via a dashboard. 

 

Manage Invite-Only Groups: https://groups.fairshare.tech/ 
Managing closed groups has following features: 

 

1. Inviting members by admin 

2. Approving membership by admin 

3. Membership profile managed by member (admin can create only         

initially but later member needs to edit) 

4. Reminding about membership fees  

5. Marking payments as done (not online payment).  

6. Birthday wishes by Email.  

7. Member list could be optionally made public. 

8. If a member is part of another group then he will see both groups at               

the same time. 

 

Bulk SMS: https://miaalo.com/ 

Bulk SMS remains one of the leading ways to promote businesses. We            

provide the platform to create groups and contacts and send SMS to those             

contacts. 

 

Note: As an add-on, if you provide us a filter, and we will share contact               

databases from over 10 million entries! 
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Publish/Subscribe on Channels: https://ilookouts.com/ 
We used to publish notices for our class on a WhatsApp group but those              

messages used to get lost in other WhatsApp noise (like, "Good morning"            

messages). This one-way notification from iLookOuts helps in getting the          

attention. It used to take a lot of time to add members to our group now                

people manage their own subscriptions. Also, even unknown people         

subscribe once they get the link from someone else. Also, the biggest issue             

was, members used to see each other's number. iLookOuts takes care of            

these issues plus iLookOuts sends brief information about me to my           

subscribers so I get some free marketing done. 

 

Bulk SMS from Android Phone 
This is a very useful app having following features: 

1. Export contacts to Google Sheet 

2. Edit Google Sheet to separate contacts in Groups 

3. Add sheets shared by others 

4. Then import back into the app 

5. Then you can SMS to any group 

6. You can restore contacts to your phone that you copied via Google            

Sheet. 

Note: This app is not available on Google Play Store due to multiple restrictions.  

Important: Please be aware that business SMS is not allowed as per TRAI rules in               

India. So we suggest using different SIM card than your regular SIM.  

Generate English Spelling Test from Any English Page 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=tech.fairshare.spellingtestgen

erator 

This is an interesting app, which instantly creates a test, using a scan of any               

English printed page. It will speak out difficult words, which the user has to              

spell out. Difficulty level is decided by the user, by setting a minimum             

number of letters in a word. The application will then test the user with              

words with at least those many letters. User will be shown a score at the end                

of the test. Note: We have quite a few more ideas to enhance this app. 
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Attendance Apps 
We have multiple variations of this app: 

1. For companies: QR code based attendance that saves data to Google           

Sheet. This is useful for companies to record IN/OUT time for staff.            

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=tech.fairshare.Attendan

ceApp 

2. For schools and colleges: Students’ and teachers’ metadata is         

maintained in Google sheets. Also, attendance records are saved in          

Google Sheet. This saves a lot of server maintenance costs.          

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=tech.fairshare.presenty 

3. Also for schools and colleges: This is a full fledged web app with             

admin console and Android app for teachers.       

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=tech.fairshare.web.pres

enty 

 

Bahi Khata: Track Recovery Amount: https://fairbahikhata.com 
Bahi-khata is a diary used by businesses to record day to day transactions             

like purchase and sales. However, this traditional bahikhata system requires          

manual calculations to find outstanding balance pending with customers and          

reminding customers to make payments towards this outstanding balance. 

 

FairBahiKhata from Fairshare IT Services offers features to mitigate these          

issues, at the same time providing benefits to improve efficiency &           

effectiveness of your work. It has features like auto generated SMS for each             

performed transaction as well as for payment reminders. With just a single            

click, get all calculations done, and much more. There is also a feature to tag               

each purchase order for easy filtering later on. For example, in a Japanese             

class, students can be tagged by batch. Also, you can pull data by from date               

and to date, example, for a given financial year. The dashboard shows a             

summary of amounts pending.  
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